Add Style to Your Walker® Infloor System!
Add some “Wow” factor to your power and communications infrastructure. Custom engraved Walkerduct® Junction Box Covers are now available from Wiremold/Legrand in a wide range of metals, textures and finishes to enhance any decor and increase recognition for your facility. Each cover is custom designed to your specifications. Your Wiremold/Legrand representative and our Technical Support team will walk you through the process of designing and specifying your own unique, one-of-a-kind, custom covers. We’ll handle all the details and deliver them on time without the premium cost. And because they’re from Wiremold/Legrand, they’re always the perfect complement to your Walker® Infloor System.

Turn the page to learn more...
Create Your Custom Junction Box Covers using your own supplied artwork:

**EMBLEMS & LOGOS:**
Not only can we reproduce logos from your supplied artwork, we also maintain a library of emblems used by many civic, religious or fraternal groups, government agencies, and armed services. These are available in multiple sizes and can be used in both flat-or bas-relief. Check with us to determine the availability of specific emblems.

**CUSTOM ARTWORK:**
We can use your supplied artwork to create your custom plate covers. We recommend your artwork be line art in either .ai or vector .eps formats. Jpg, tiffs and other bitmap artwork will not reproduce to the same level of quality as vector artwork.

**OPTIONS**

**MATERIALS:**
Bronze  
Brass  
Copper  
Stainless Steel

**LETTERING:**
Raised or Recessed | the casting process creates plaques with two levels of graphics; raised or recessed. Graphic images are raised 0.100" from the background texture. Letters can recessed on a cast plaque of the stroke of the letters is at least 1/8" at all points or serifs.

**DECORATIVE BORDERS:**
We maintain a library of decorative flat-relief borders to add to your custom plate cover. We can also use your supplied line art to create custom borders. Below is a sampling of some of the border styles available.

**BACKGROUND TEXTURES:**
Leatherette  
Travertine  
Pebble  
Sculptured

**BACKGROUND COLORS:**
Light Oxide Stain  
Dark Oxide Stain  
Dark Green  
Metallic Gray

Black  
Natural Sandblast (on Aluminum)  
Natural Sandblast (on Bronze)

Custom Junction Box Covers are available in a wide range of options including:

**OPTIONS**